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Voltage-source converters (VSCs) have been extensively used with the integration of 
renewable energy resources into power grids. Due to mutual interactions between 
control dynamics of VSCs and power grids, oscillations are prone to occur in a wide 
frequency range. In order to analyze and mitigate the oscillations, the impedance-
based modeling and stability analysis methods have been increasingly applied to 
VSC-based power systems. However, it is hard for system operators to get the 
analytical impedance model since they cannot access the internal control systems of 
VSCs from different vendors. Therefore, there is an important need to directly 
measure and/or estimate the impedance profile from the terminals of VSCs. 
The impedance model of three-phase VSCs is commonly measured in the dq-frame 
that is aligned with the voltage vector at the terminal of VSC, since time-invariant dc 
operating points of VSCs can be obtained through the dq-transformation of ac 
operating trajectories. The dq-frame impedance measurement technique has been 
continuously evolving in recent years. Several research problems that can influence 
the accuracy and efficiency of impedance measurement have been identified, which 
include the perturbation signal design, the impact of dq-transformation, and the 
impedance calculation method. 
This Ph.D. thesis presents a comprehensive investigation into the identified research 
problems, and develops a series of solutions to improve the accuracy and efficiency 
of dq-frame impedance measurement. First, a systematic design method of 
perturbation signal is proposed, where a set of performance indices is defined to guide 
the selection of perturbation signal type, and then the frequency components of the 
selected perturbation signal are intentionally designed to avoid the frequency-
overlapping issue caused by nonlinear dynamics of VSCs control. Second, the impact 
of dq-transformation is analyzed by considering the dynamics of the used phase angle, 
which are caused by 1) the dynamic effect of the used phase-locked loop (PLL), and 
2) the variation of fundamental frequency in future low inertia grids. An improved 
PLL is then proposed to improve the accuracy of dq-frame impedance measurement. 
Lastly, the coupling effect of grid impedance on the traditional multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) impedance calculation is analyzed, and a time-domain 
MIMO parametric identification method is further developed to mitigate such effect.  
While the dq-frame impedance of three-phase VSCs can be accurately measured with 
the proposed methods, it is only valid for a given operating point. This is due to the 
fact that the impedance measurement is, in essence, a linearization process of VSCs 
around an equilibrium point. Consequently, the measured VSC impedance can only 
be used to predict the system stability at a single operating point. To address this 
challenge, this Ph.D. project explores linear interpolation techniques and develops an 
approach to estimating the dq-frame impedance of three-phase VSCs in a wide range 
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of operating points, yet with a limited set of measurement data. Further, a criterion for 
determining the needed set of measurement data is developed based on the posterior 
error estimation method.   
It is concluded at the end of this thesis that the accuracy and efficiency of the dq-frame 
impedance measurement are improved with the proposed methods. An impedance 
estimation technique is also developed to predict the dq-frame impedance model at a 















Spændingskildeomformere (VSC'er) er blevet brugt i vid udstrækning med 
integrationen af vedvarende energikilder i strømnettet. På grund af gensidige 
interaktioner mellem styringsdynamik af VSC'er og elnet er svingninger tilbøjelige til 
at forekomme i et bredt frekvensområde. For at analysere og afbøde svingningerne er 
de impedansbaserede modellerings- og stabilitetsanalysemetoder i stigende grad 
blevet anvendt på VSC-baserede elsystemer. Det er imidlertid svært for 
systemoperatører at få den analytiske impedansmodel, da de ikke kan få adgang til 
VSCs interne kontrolsystemer fra forskellige leverandører. Derfor er der et vigtigt 
behov for direkte at måle og / eller estimere impedansprofilen fra terminalerne på 
VSC'er. 
Impedansmodellen for trefasede VSC'er måles almindeligvis i dq-rammen, der er 
justeret med spændingsvektoren ved terminalen på VSC, da tidsinvarante DC-
driftspunkter for VSC'er kan opnås gennem dq-transformation af 
vekselstrømsoperationsbaner . Dq-frame impedansmålingsteknikken har udviklet sig 
kontinuerligt i de senere år. Flere forskningsproblemer, der kan påvirke nøjagtigheden 
og effektiviteten af impedansmåling, er blevet identificeret, som inkluderer 
forstyrrelsessignaldesignet, virkningen af dq-transformation og 
impedansberegningsmetoden. 
Denne ph.d. afhandlingen præsenterer en omfattende undersøgelse af de 
identificerede forskningsproblemer og udvikler en række løsninger til at forbedre 
nøjagtigheden og effektiviteten af dq-frame impedansmåling. For det første foreslås 
en systematisk designmetode for forstyrrelsessignal, hvor et sæt ydeevneindekser er 
defineret til at styre valget af forstyrrelsessignaltype, og derefter er 
frekvenskomponenterne i det valgte forstyrrelsessignal bevidst designet til at undgå 
det forårsagede frekvensoverlappende problem ved hjælp af ikke-lineær 
kontroldynamik af VSC'er. For det andet analyseres virkningen af dq-transformation 
ved at overveje dynamikken i den anvendte fasevinkel, som er forårsaget af 1) den 
dynamiske effekt af den anvendte faselåste sløjfe (PLL) og 2) variationen af 
grundlæggende frekvens i fremtiden lave inerti gitre. En forbedret PLL foreslås 
derefter for at forbedre nøjagtigheden af dq-frame impedansmåling. Endelig 
analyseres koblingseffekten af gitterimpedans på den traditionelle multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) impedansberegning, og en tidsdomæne MIMO parametrisk 
identifikationsmetode udvikles yderligere for at afbøde en sådan effekt. 
Mens dq-rammeimpedansen for trefasede VSC'er kan måles nøjagtigt med de 
foreslåede metoder, er den kun gyldig for et givet driftspunkt. Dette skyldes det 
faktum, at impedansmålingen i det væsentlige er en lineariseringsproces af VSC'er 
omkring et ligevægtspunkt. Derfor kan den målte VSC-impedans kun bruges til at 
forudsige systemstabiliteten på et enkelt driftspunkt. For at tackle denne udfordring 
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er denne ph.d. projektet udforsker interpolationsteknikker og udvikler en tilgang til 
estimering af dq-frame impedans af trefasede VSC'er i en lang række driftspunkter, 
dog med et begrænset sæt måledata. Yderligere udvikles et kriterium til bestemmelse 
af det nødvendige sæt måledata baseret på den bageste fejlestimeringsmetode. 
Det konkluderes i slutningen af denne afhandling, at nøjagtigheden og effektiviteten 
af dq-frame impedansmåling forbedres med de foreslåede metoder. En 
impedansestimeringsteknik er også udviklet til at forudsige impedansmodellen ved en 
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1.1. Background and Challenges 
Voltage-source converters (VSCs) have been extensively applied in the power system, 
including renewable energy-based power generation systems [1], high-voltage dc 
transmission (HVDC) systems [2], and flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) 
[3]. With the proliferation of VSCs in the power system, growing dynamic issues have 
been occurred in a wide frequency range due to the mutual interactions between wide-
time scale control loops of VSCs and with the power grid [4]-[6].  
To address these challenges, the impedance-based approach has been increasingly 
utilized to evaluate the stability of the VSC-based system [7]-[10]. Nevertheless, the 
analytical impedance model of VSC is hard to obtain in practice, since power system 
operators do not get access to the internal control systems of VSCs due to the 
confidentiality of VSC-based equipment manufacturers. Thus, there is an increasing 
demand for measuring and estimating the impedance profile directly from the “black-
box” models of VSCs. 
Three-phase VSCs are, in general, nonlinear and time-varying dynamical systems, 
where the nonlinearity is due to the outer power control and synchronization control, 
and the time variance results from the time-periodic operating trajectories of the ac 
system [11]. Therefore, the impedance model of three-phase VSCs is commonly 
measured in the synchronous reference (dq) frame that is aligned with the voltage 
vector at the terminal of VSC [12]-[14], since the time-invariant dc operating points 
can be yielded from the time-varying ac operating trajectories through the Park 
transformation. 
Fig. 1.1 depicts the simplified one-line diagram of the three-phase VSC, where Zdq 
denotes the impedance matrix of the VSC in the dq-frame, which can be extracted at 
the Point of Connection (PoC) of the VSC-connected system. The dq-frame 
impedance matrix of three-phase VSC are calculated based on current and voltage 
responses at the d- and q-axes, which is expressed as 
dd dqd d d
dq
q q qqd qq
Z ZU I I
U I IZ Z
        
        
         
Z                            (1.1) 
where △ represents the small-signal variations from the equilibrium point of dq-axis 
voltage and current.  
 


























































Zdq= Impedance Calculation Algorithm
PoC
 
Figure 1.2.  Block diagram of the dq-frame impedance measurement of three-phase VSC. 
  
The basic idea of impedance measurement is to acquire the voltage and current 
responses at the frequency of interest from the terminal of measured VSC, and then 
extract the frequency-dependent impedance of VSCs. Fig. 1.2 illustrates the block 
diagram of the dq-frame impedance measurement of three-phase VSC, which consists 
of three parts: 1) the perturbation signal design, 2) dq-transformations, and 3) the 
impedance calculation based on the voltage and current responses. Each part may 
challenge the accuracy and/or efficiency of the impedance measurement. 
To measure the impedance model of VSC at the frequency of interest, the acquired 
voltage and current responses should contain the frequency components of interest. 
Yet, during the normal operation of the VSC-based system, the measured responses 
cannot cover the whole frequency range. Therefore, perturbation signals are needed 
to excite the VSC-based system at desired frequencies so that the impedance model 
can be calculated from the measured responses. 
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Once the VSC is perturbed with designed signals, the voltage and current responses 
of VSC are measured. Since the impedance is measured in the dq-frame, the acquired 
voltage and current need to be transformed from the abc frame to the dq frame through 
the dq-transformation. However, the phase angle used with the dq-transformation may 
involve additional dynamics, which may bring errors in the transformed voltages and 
currents in the dq frame, and consequently affect the accuracy of impedance 
measurement. 
Based on the transformed dq-frame voltage and current, the entries of the dq-frame 
impedance matrix of VSC can be calculated. Yet, to obtain the four entries of the dq-
frame impedance matrix, two measurement cycles are usually required [15], which is 
inefficient and the calculation accuracy can be affected by the variation of the 
operating point. Further, this method ignores the coupling effect of the external grid 
impedance, which can lead to inaccurate impedance measurement. . Therefore, the 
impedance calculation method may affect both the accuracy and efficiency of the 
impedance measurement. 
Lastly, even though the dq-frame impedance of three-phase VSCs can be accurately 
measured, it is only effective at the specific operating point, since the dq-frame 
impedance measurement is essentially a linearization process of three-phase VSC 
around the equilibrium operating point. However, the operating points of VSCs may 
vary with the grid conditions. Thus, the impedance model of VSC changes and the 
measured impedance at a specific operating point can be inadequate for the stability 
analysis of VSC-based power systems. 
 
1.2. State of the Art 
To improve the accuracy and efficiency of the dq-frame impedance measurement for 
VSCs, a number of research efforts have been made on each part of the impedance 
measurement and on impedance estimation. The state-of-the-art for each part is 
reviewed. 
 
1.2.1. Perturbation Signal Design 
From the perspective of the perturbation signal design, the impedance measurement 
can be invasive and non-invasive. The non-invasive method does not need extra 
equipment and intentional perturbation injection, and it merely utilizes the natural 
voltage and current variations caused by the event or disturbance [16], [17]. However, 
the harmonic content of the perturbations generated from the event, such as 
transformer energization and fault cannot be controlled [18]. In addition, the event 
cannot be performed anytime and usually cannot be repeated, which challenges the 
efficiency of the impedance measurement [19]. As for the perturbations generated by 
the disturbance, for instance, the existed harmonics originated from the line-
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commutated converter (LCC)-HVDC [20], the measurement can be conducted 
anytime and it does not disturb the normal operation of the system. Yet, the harmonic 
content of the disturbance is limited and it is also sensitive to background harmonics, 
which may not be able to yield the accurate impedance model at all frequency range 
of interest [21] 
On the contrary, the invasive method usually gives more accurate results due to the 
intentional injection of a significant level of perturbation, which allows achieving a 
higher signal to noise ratio (SNR). However, the perturbation signal should be 
intentionally designed before it is injected into the system so that the system responses 
can be sufficiently excited. There are many types of perturbation signals that can be 
used for the impedance measurement and different signals can have different effects 
on the accuracy of measurement results. In terms of the power spectrum, the 
perturbation signals can be classified as the single-frequency perturbation signal and 
the wideband perturbation signal [22], as illustrated in Fig .1.3 and Fig. 1.4, 
respectively. Regarding the single-frequency perturbation signal, such as the 
sinusoidal signal [23], it is injected into the system at one frequency point and the 
impedance is then measured at the corresponding frequency [24]. Since the total  
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Fig. 1.3.  Example of single-frequency perturbation signal (10 Hz sinusoidal signal). (a) Time-domain 
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Fig. 1.4.  Example of wideband perturbation signal (multi-sinusoidal signal). (a) Time-domain waveform. 





































(a) (b)  
Fig. 1.5.  Example of the PRBS signal. (a) Time-domain waveform. (b) Power spectrum 
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energy of the injected signal is only located at a single frequency point, the signal can 
achieve a high SNR and consequently improves the measurement accuracy. However, 
numerous measurements need to be implemented to obtain the wideband 
characteristics of the impedance model, which is time-consuming and inefficient.  
It is thus more efficient to inject wideband perturbation signals that can obtain the 
impedance characteristic with a single measurement [25]-[29], which can lower the 
measurement effort and enhance the efficiency of the impedance measurement. 
Different kinds of wideband perturbation signals have been implemented for the 
impedance measurement, such as the impulse signal [25], step signal [26], multi-
sinusoidal signal [27], pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) signal [28], and 
discrete-interval binary sequence (DIBS) signal [29]. Impulse signal has a white 
spectrum and can perturb the system at the same level for all the frequencies [25]. 
However, the high peak value of the impulse signal injected into the system may cause 
serious nonlinear responses from the measured VSCs. Step signals have also been 
used for the measurement in [26]. The signal is easy to generate yet it changes the 
operating point of the measured VSCs and might change the linearization results for 
the impedance measurement. The multi-sinusoidal perturbation signal is the sum of 
multiple harmonic signals, which have the same energy density at each harmonic 
frequency [27]. Yet, the peak value of the summed signals increases when more 
injected frequencies are desired, which might drive the measured VSCs way out of its 
linear operating range. To avoid the possible nonlinear responses caused by the high 
peak value of the impulse signal and multi-sinusoidal signal, the PRBS is adopted in 
[28]. It is set to fit a specific spectrum and is easily generated by using the pseudo-
random number generation algorithm [29]. Nevertheless, the energy density of PRBS 
at the high-frequency range is very small, as shown in Fig. 1.5, which may result in a 
low SNR and deteriorate the accuracy of the measurement results in the high-
frequency range. Thus, a DIBS is recently reported to replace PRBS, and the dq-frame 
impedance model of VSC measured by using two different types of perturbation 
signals are compared in [30]. While many types of wideband perturbation signals are 
available, their performances for the dq-frame impedance measurement have not been 
compared. Further, there is no guidance on selecting the type of perturbation signal 
utilized for the dq-frame impedance measurement of VSC. 
In addition, the frequency composition of the perturbation signal also affects the 
accuracy of the impedance measurement results, in the presence of background 
harmonics and nonlinear distortions. The guidance on the frequency selection of the 
perturbation signal is developed in [31] to mitigate the background harmonics impacts 
on αβ-frame impedance measurement results of VSC. A wideband perturbation signal 
is employed to measure the dq-frame impedance model of a three-phase rectifier. For 
comparison, the sinusoidal signal is utilized to scan the same impedance model [32]. 
The differences are originated from the frequency-overlapping in responses, where 
the components located at perturbation frequencies are mixed with the nonlinear 
sideband harmonics of six-pulse diode rectifiers [33]. Yet, due to the power control, 
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the three-phase VSC is a nonlinear system. The injection of wideband perturbation 
signal may also result in the frequency-overlapping in responses, which causes 
inaccurate measurement results of dq-frame impedance model of VSCs. Therefore, 
the frequency components of the selected perturbation signal need to be carefully 
designed to suppress the impact.  
 
1.2.2. Impact of DQ-Transformation 
After the injection of the perturbation signal into the system, the terminal voltages and 
currents of three-phase VSC are measured and recorded in the abc-frame since neither 
d-axis nor q-axis terminal exists in the real systems. To obtain the dq-frame impedance 
model of three-phase VSC, the dq-transformation is needed to transform the responses 
from the abc-frame into the dq-frame. As a consequence, the phase angle used with 
the dq-transformation is required.  
The phase angle is usually estimated through a PLL or other mathematical algorithms. 
However, due to the injection of the perturbation signal, the synchronization dynamics 
might be introduced by the phase angle estimation method, whose impacts on the dq-
frame impedance measurement are scarcely discussed. The phase angle, which is 
utilized for the impedance measurement is obtained through the synchronization of 
grid voltage with an oscillator [34]. However, it is difficult to acquire the grid voltage 
in the practical system. In [35], the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is directly 
applied to the PCC voltage to extract the phase angle. Yet, large phase errors may be 
introduced on the synchronization phase angle even if the system has a small 
fundamental frequency drift during the impedance measurement.  
To eliminate the negative effects of the fundamental frequency variation on the 
estimated phase angle, the system frequency is monitored online by using the PLL, 
which can track the phase angle of PCC voltage in real-time and use it for the 
impedance measurement. Consequently, the PLL, which is employed for the 
synchronization control of VSC is directly utilized to calculate the phase angle for the 
dq-frame impedance measurement of VSC [36]. However, to guarantee the controller 
performance, the PLL bandwidth inside the converter is comparatively high, which 
might result in large errors in the estimated phase angle due to the injected 
perturbations. The inaccurate phase angel further yields the inaccurate measurement 
results of the dq-frame impedance model especially below the PLL bandwidth 
frequency range [37]. For the mitigation of these errors, an additional PLL whose 
bandwidth is designed much lower than the lowest frequency of the injected 
perturbation signal is utilized to calculate the synchronization phase angle for the 
impedance measurement [38]. Nevertheless, a slow PLL needs a longer time to 
acquire the precise phase angle used for the impedance measurement, which 
deteriorates the measurement efficiency. Further, the frequency of the VSC-connected 
system might vary, and much lower bandwidth of PLL may not be able to track the 
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frequency variations. As a consequence, an imprecise phase angle is calculated for the 
dq-transformation, which bring about errors in the transformed dq-axis voltage and 
current response and further results in wrong measurement results. 
Further, the impact of synchronization dynamics introduced by PLL on the 
measurement results is investigated and a mitigation approach is then reported in [39]. 
Yet, the approach does not consider the impact of the variation of system fundamental 
frequency, and measurement errors may still exist in several frequency points that are 
below the PLL bandwidth. 
 
1.2.3. Impedance Calculation Method 
Fig. 1.6 illustrates the impedance calculation methods for single-input single-output 
(SISO) linear-time invariant (LTI) systems. Based on the measured current and 
voltage, the impedance can be calculated by using the nonparametric identification 
method e.g., DFT [40] or the parametric identification [41] method, which further 
yields the frequency response model [42] and the transfer function model [43], 
respectively. The impedance calculation method plays an important role in both the 
accuracy and efficiency of impedance measurement [44]-[47]. For the dq-frame 
impedance measurement of three-phase VSC, the processed dq-frame voltage and 
current responses are utilized for the impedance calculation. Since the impedance 
model of three-phase VSCs in the dq-frame is a MIMO system, the elements of the 
impedance matrix are calculated one by one from the voltage and current responses 
in either d- or q- axis based on the DFT [44], [45] or parametric identification method 
[46]. Nevertheless, both calculation methods have not considered the coupled 
responses contributed from the cross-coupling between the d- and q-axis of the grid 
impedance matrix. As a consequence, the accuracy of the dq-frame impedance 
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Fig. 1.6.  Impedance calculation methods for SISO LTI systems. Source: [42] 
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To mitigate the impact of the coupling effect on the measurement results, the 
impedance matrix of VSC is directly calculated based on four established equations, 
where DFT is applied to the processed voltages and currents in the dq-frame after the 
separate injection of two linearly independent perturbation signals [48]-[50]. The 
coupling effects of the grid impedance on the calculated impedance results are avoided 
by identifying the transfer function of the decoupling matrix that maps the 
transformed relationship between the coupled transfer functions and the uncoupled 
ones based on the parametric identification method [51]. However, this method needs 
at least two measurement periods to separately calculate the elements of the 
impedance matrix of VSC in the dq-frame, which is time-consuming and inefficient. 
Moreover, the operating points of measured VSC may change in renewable power 
generation systems, which may cause imprecise impedance calculation in case the 
impedance measurement time is long.  
To efficiently measure the dq-frame impedance model of VSC, the MIMO impedance 
calculation method is recently proposed based on the DFT [52]-[55], where two 
uncorrelated perturbation signals whose power spectrum do not coincide with each 
other at all perturbation frequencies, are injected on the d- and q-axes at the same time. 
Given different frequency compositions of two perturbation signals, the diagonal 
elements of the VSC impedance matrix are calculated at one time, which improves 
the efficiency of the impedance measurement. Yet, those works ignore the impact of 
cross-coupling caused by the grid impedance, which may still cause wrong impedance 
calculations results [56]. Further, the frequency resolution for DFT needs to be 
carefully selected to avoid spectrum leakage, since the measured voltage and current 
responses consist of multiple frequency components [57]. Therefore, there is a need 
to develop an impedance calculation method that can avoid the impacts of the grid 
impedance and simultaneously achieve the efficient impedance measurement of VSC. 
 
1.2.4. Impedance Estimation Technique 
Even though the impedance model of VSCs can be accurately measured at one 
operating point, it may not be valid when the operating point changes. To cope with 
this challenge, a multi-operating-point small-signal modeling method for three-phase 
VSCs is proposed in [58]-[61]. Given a series of operating points, a set of dq-frame 
impedance models are correspondingly identified based on the time-domain 
measurement data. The nonlinear weight functions are then multiplied with those 
identified models, estimating the unmeasured impedance model by means of different 
weighted sums of the identified models, as shown in Fig. 1.6.  This method needs the 
use of the parametric identification method to identify the transfer functions of 
impedance models from the time-domain data, which turns to be more complex than 
the frequency-domain measurements since the model structure and order need to be 
pre-selected [62], [63].  
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Fig. 1.6.  One-dimensional dq-frame impedance model of VSC covering multi-operating points. Source: 
[58]. 
To avoid using the time-domain parametric identification, a multi-operating-point 
impedance model that is based on the frequency-domain measurement results is 
recently reported in [64], where the artificial neural network (ANN) is employed to 
map the nonlinear relationship between the VSC impedance model and operating 
points.  However, there is a lack of clear guidance for the ANN training process, i.e., 
the initialization of ANN structure, the selection for the number of hidden layers, and 
the number of neurons in each layer, which significantly influences the estimation 
accuracy and is challenging for the practical application. Further, the multi-operating-
point impedance model identified from either the time-domain data [58]-[61] or the 
frequency-domain measurement results [64] requires the utilization of nonlinear 
weight functions to estimate the unmeasured admittance models through the different 
weighted combinations of measured admittance models, which makes the approach 
tedious and complicated. Further, the utilization of nonlinear weight functions makes 
the approach more cumbersome and complicated.  
To avoid using nonlinear weight functions, an impedance model that is approximated 
to be linearly dependent on operating points is developed [65]. With the prior 
knowledge of the control structure of the converter, the admittance profile is 
reformulated as a function of operating points and the controller parameters. Given a 
set of measurement results at different operating points, a group of homogeneous 
linear equations is obtained to solve unknown control parameters, such that the 
admittance model can be calculated as a function of constant control parameters and 
varying operating variables. Yet, the method is essentially a linear approximation to 
the nonlinear relationship between the admittance model and operating points, and its 
accuracy is highly dependent on the number of measured operating points. Hence, 
how to choose the number of measured operating points still remains a challenge.  
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1.3. Research Gaps and Main Objectives 
1.3.1. Research Gaps 
Based on the state-of-the-art, the research gap for the perturbation signal design, the 
impact of dq-transformation, impedance calculation method, and impedance 
estimation technique can be summarized as follow: 
1. Research Gap (RG.1): It is still unclear how to select the perturbation signal type 
and determine the frequency components of the selected perturbation signal in the 
presence of nonlinear dynamics. 
2. Research Gap (RG.2): It is unclear how the synchronization dynamics introduced 
by the variation of fundamental frequency affect the accuracy of impedance 
measurement. 
3. Research Gap (RG.3): The coupling effect of the grid impedance on the 
conventional MIMO impedance calculation method has been overlooked, which 
might jeopardize the measurement results. 
4. Research Gap (RG.4): It is unsolved how to get the impedance model in a wide 
range of operating points with a limited set of data and how much measurement data 
is required to guarantee the estimation accuracy. 
 
1.3.2. Main Objectives 
This thesis intends to make improvements and find solutions to bridge the research 
gaps RG.1-RG.4. Correspondingly, the Ph.D. project aims to develop a technique that 
can accurately and efficiently measure the dq-frame impedance model of VSCs at a 
single operating point, and further propose a method for estimating the dq-frame 
impedance of VSCs over a wide range of operating points. 
To fill in the identified research gaps, more specific objectives are summarized as 
follows  
 A method of designing effective perturbation signals for the dq-frame 
impedance measurement (Obj.1). 
 
 Analysis and mitigation method of the dynamic impact of phase angel used 
with dq-transformation on the impedance measurement results (Obj.2). 
 
  A method of efficiently calculating the impedance matrix of VSC (Obj.3). 
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 A method of estimating the dq-frame impedance model in a wide range of 
operating points (Obj.4). 
 
1.4. Research Methodology 
Fig. 1.7 shows the research methodology used in this project, which are the most 
widely used methods in the power electronics research areas, i.e., mathematical 
theory, numerical simulation, and hardware experiment. 
To achieve objective 1, the performance of different types of perturbation signals is 
analyzed and compared by using the spectrum analysis method. The small-signal 
modeling method is employed to investigate the mechanism of the nonlinear dynamics 
of VSC control, and its impact on the measurement results is also revealed by using 
DFT. 
For the achievement of objective 2, the dynamic impact of phase angel used with dq-
transformation on the impedance measurement is conducted by analytical calculations. 
Mathematical expressions are derived, which is related to the small-signal model of 
PLL used for the impedance measurement. The impedance measurement results are 





















* Linear interpolation method (LIM)                   * Posterior error estimation method (PEEM)  
Figure 1.7.  The research methodology used in the project. 
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For objective 3, the coupling effect of the grid impedance is investigated by the 
analytical expressions. The time-domain parametric identification method is utilized 
to identify the impedance matrix of VSC. The small-signal model of the VSC is also 
developed for the validation of the measurement results. 
To achieve objective 4, the interpolation method is used for the estimation of the 
unmeasured impedance model. And the posterior error estimation method is adopted 
to evaluate the estimated error such that the required set of measurement data can be 
determined. The small-signal model of the VSC is also developed for the validation 
of the measurement results. 
For all objectives, the verification of the theoretical analysis is generally performed in 
two steps. Firstly, the time-domain simulations of equivalent circuits and control 
diagram will be based on Simulink and PLECS, and the impedance calculation 
algorithms by using DFT and the time-domain parametric identification method are 
established, respectively. Secondly, the impedance measurement unit is built in the 
laboratory, which is used to validate the corresponding theoretical analysis and 
proposed methods in this project. 
 
1.5. Thesis Structure 
Fig. 1.8 shows the structure of the Ph.D. thesis, where the related publications are 
assigned to the different chapters of the thesis. 
Chapter 1 introduces the background and challenges of the Ph.D. project, after which 
the research gap and the corresponding objective are also discussed. 
Based on [C1], Chapter 2 proposes a systematic design method for the perturbation 
signal, where the type of perturbation signal is chosen based on performance indexes, 
and frequency components of the selected perturbation signal are determined.  
Based on [C2] and [J1], Chapter 3 investigates the influence of the dq-transformation 
on the accuracy of the impedance measurement, and an improved PLL is also 
developed to mitigate such influence. 
Based on [C3], [C4] and [J2], Chapter 4 analyzes the coupling effect of the grid 
impedance on the traditional MIMO impedance calculation results, and the time-
domain MIMO parametric identification method is further proposed to improve the 
measurement accuracy and efficiency.  
Based on [J3], Chapter 5 develops an approach to estimate the dq-frame impedance 
of three-phase VSCs at different operating points based on the multi-dimensional 
interpolation method. The posterior error estimation method is also adopted for the 
operating point intervals adjustment. 
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Figure 1.8.  Structure of the Ph.D. thesis. 
 
Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis and gives a discussion for 
future work. 
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 Perturbation Signal Design 
for DQ-Frame Impedance Measurement 
The content of this chapter is based on C1 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents a systematic design method for the perturbation signal used for 
the dq-frame impedance measurement, which consists of the type selection and 
frequency components determination of the perturbation signal. To measure the signal 
quality, four performance indexes are first defined. Based on these indexes, various 
types of wideband perturbation signals are compared under the same designed 
specification. With the compromise of each performance index, the type of 
perturbation signal is selected for the dq-frame impedance measurement of VSC. 
Then, the mechanism for the impact of nonlinear dynamics on impedance 
measurement results is investigated and the frequency components of the selected 
perturbation signal are determined to avoid such impact. Finally, Case studies are 
given to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The main content [C1] is 
summarized as follows. 
 
2.2. Selection of Perturbation Signal Types 
For the selection of the wideband perturbation signals, the energy density of the 
selected signal should be maximum in the frequency range of interest within the 
amplitude constraints. To give a clear guidance about the perturbation signal selection, 
four performance indexes are provided to measure the signal quality. 
 
2.2.1. Definition of Different Performance Indexes 
The perturbation is usually designed in the frequency-domain. Based on the discrete 
Fourier transform, the discrete signal u(k) is represented by U(k), which is written as  
1
0
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                                    (2.1) 
where N means the sequence period of the discrete signal. Therefore, the performance 
index for perturbation signals (PIPS) is defined as the following: 
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where umax and umin denote the maximum and minimum value, respectively. This 
index is not dependent on the signal scale, where 0% and 100% denote the worst and 
best performance, respectively. 
 Since the sampling frequency of the output is the same as the input, the harmonic 
components above the Nyquist frequency cannot be utilized for the measurement and 
are thus merely effective in the range of 0<k<N/2. Thus, another index, i.e., the 
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where R represents the first nonzero harmonics that are used for the measurement; the 
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Similarly, 0% and 100% denote the worst and best performance, respectively. Larger 
PIPSE means that the desired harmonics for the measurement contain a larger energy 
density, which helps improve SNR and measurement accuracy. 
If only PIPSE is used as a measure of signal quality, there is a possibility that the 
energy density of one harmonic is low, which causes low SNR at the corresponding 
frequency and obtain inaccurate measurement results. To avoid this, the effective 
minimum ratio between the averaged amplitude and actual harmonic amplitude can 
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Compared (2.3) with (2.5), it is clear that the numerator of PIPSE is the same as the 
denominator of EMINE. Thus, the best performance of these two indexes cannot be 
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guaranteed simultaneously. Yet, since PIPSE is used for the representation of the 
distribution of the overall energy density while EMINE only reflects the energy 
density in the specified harmonics. PIPSE should be more important to make the 
overall measurement results accurate. 
Another performance index is defined by PIPSE and EMINE, named as the time factor 
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This index is a combination of PIPSE and EMINE, which means the required time to 
achieve a minimum accuracy of impedance measurement results at any of the 
specified harmonic from the perspective of the perturbation signal. 
 
2.2.2. Comparison of Different Perturbation Signals 
The perturbation signals are considered to be periodical and the zero-order holder is 
employed to produce the sequence signals with period N. To select the type of 
perturbation signal, the performance indexes of each signal are calculated and 
compared under the same designed specification, where the magnitude of the designed 
signals in the time-domain is constrained as 1, and the signals should contain 15 
consecutive harmonics: fp, 2fp,...15fp ( fp = 2 Hz). Table I gives the calculated 
performance indexes of each perturbation signal. 
The multi-sine sum of harmonics (ZOHSOH) signal is first considered as the 
candidate perturbation signal. However, the optimization algorithm needs to minimize 
the peak amplitude of the signal by changing the relative phase angle of each harmonic. 
Fig. 2.1 shows the designed ZOHSOH in the time domain and power spectrum. It is 
clear that the EMINE of the signal is equal to 100%, but PIPS and PIPSE are very low 
due to the signal is significantly dispersed. 
The discrete-interval binary signal (DIBS) is designed to strengthen as much energy 
as possible into the specified harmonics. Through the constant iterations, the signal is 
optimized to increase the EMINE. The time-domain waveform and power spectrum 
of designed DIBS are shown in Fig. 2.2. It is noted that EMINE of DIBS is lower than 
ZOHSOH while PIPSE of DIBS is higher than ZOHSOH. This means that specified 
harmonics of DIBS for measurement contain much more energy, which increases 
SNR and improves the accuracy of impedance measurement. 
Pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) signals are generated from binary sequences 
of period N. By using appropriate feedback, the signals are easily generated through 
shift registers with different lengths. The designed signal is periodic, and the sequence 
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length is 2m-1, where m represents the number of shift registers. Fig .2.3 shows the 
time-domain signal and power spectrum of PRBS. It is evident that no matter how 
well the signal is designed, some energy will be distributed on undesired frequencies. 
Moreover, PIPSE of PRBS is the lowest among other perturbation signals, which 
means desired harmonics for measurement contain less energy density. 
Although the amplitude of DIBS is explicitly defined, a large amount of the energy in 
the nonspecified harmonics can be found. On the other hand, the ZOHSOH signals 
own more energy in the specified harmonics while their peak amplitude is usually 
much larger than a DIBS with the same designed specification. Therefore, it is feasible 
to utilize a multilevel multi-harmonic signal (MLMHS) to reserve the advantages of 
the two types of signal and simultaneously alleviate the disadvantages. A ternary 
MLMHS is designed, and the time-domain waveform and power spectrum are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The designed signal has a similar performance as DIBS, which 
has a higher PIPSE. 
Table 2.1. Performance Index of Each Perturbation Signal. 
Signal Type Levels N PIPSE (%) PIPSE (%) EMINE (%) TF 
ZOHSOH multi 120 76.9 76.3 100 0.86 
DIBS 2 120 99.9 92.1 82.6 0.86 
PRBS 2 120 99.8 49.7 98.4 2.09 
MLMHS 3 120 93.0 87.3 85.1 0.91 
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Figure 2.1.  ZOHSOH signal with period N=120 PIPSE=76.3%, EMINE=100%. 
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Figure 2.2.  DIB signal with period N=120 PIPSE=92.1%, EMINE=82.6%. 
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Figure 2.3.  PRBS signal with period N=120 PIPSE=49.7%, EMINE=88.2%. 
 































Figure 2.4.  MLMHS signal with period N=120 PIPSE=87.3%, EMINE=85.1%. 
 
It is concluded that four performance indexes of the perturbation signal cannot be 
guaranteed simultaneously. Thus, there is a trade-off among different performance 
indexes for the type design of the perturbation signal. Based on the calculated 
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performance indexes, DIBS can be regarded as one of the promising perturbation 
signals that are used for the dq-frame impedance measurement of VSCs. 
 
2.3. Optimized Design of Perturbation Signal in the Presence of 
Nonlinear Distortions 
2.3.1. Analysis of Nonlinear Dynamics  
Three-phase VSC is a nonlinear-time-invariant system in the dq-frame, the dq-frame 
impedance model is obtained through the linearization. With the injection of 
wideband perturbation signals, the nonlinearity of control dynamics of VSC, which 
may lead to the frequency overlapping is usually overlooked. Consequently, the 
accuracy of the measurement results of the dq-frame impedance model might be 
influenced. The nonlinear dynamics caused by the dc voltage controller are taken as 
an example. 
Based on the active power balance, the small-signal model of the dc voltage control 
can be obtained through the linearization around the operating point, which can be 
written as 
2
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(2.7) 
where Edq0, Idq0 represent the steady-state values of dq-axis voltage and current, 
respectively. Udc0 and Cdc are the dc voltage and capacitor. To measure the dq-frame 
impedance model, the amplitude of the injected perturbation signal is usually chosen 
at 5%-10% of the steady-state values. Thus, the multiplied terms △U 2 dc, △Ed△id, and 
△Eq△iq, i.e., nonlinear responses might be relatively large such that its impact on the 
impedance measurement cannot be ignored. 
Given the single-frequency perturbation signal at ωp, the multiplication of 
perturbation terms yields infinite harmonics of voltage and current in the closed-loop 
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Fig. 2.5 shows the power spectrum of the d-axis current with the injection of a single-
frequency perturbation signal at ωp. It is clear that d-axis current response contains 
multiple harmonic components even the perturbation signal is only injected at one 
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frequency point, where the blue bar represents the response of p
f
d
I at the injected 




caused by the nonlinear dynamics at 2fp, 3fp, 4fp….. 
Given the wideband perturbation signal (DIBS), it can be expressed as 
1 2 3
( ) ( )
N
p pn p n
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U t U cos n t 
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                                   (2.9) 
In this case, one of the multiplication terms can be calculated as 
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         (2.10) 
According to equation (2.10), the multiplication term leads to nonlinear dynamics, 
which makes the voltage and current contain multi-frequency components. Thus, 




coupling components 1 2 3c , , ..
f
d
I , if the wideband perturbation signal is injected. Fig. 2.6 
illustrates the spectrum of the d-axis current. The responses contributed from the 
injected components are integrated with the coupling responses, which will affect the 
measurement results of the dq-frame impedance model. 
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Figure 2.6.  The power spectrum of the d-axis with the injection of wideband perturbation signal. Source: 
[C1]. 
 
2.3.2. Optimized Design of Perturbation Signal 
In order to mitigate the frequency overlapping caused by the injection of the wideband 
perturbation signal, the perturbation signal should be further optimized. As shown in 
(2.9), the injected perturbation signal is consist of fp, 2fp, 3fp…..  However, if we only 
consider the multiplication of voltage and current at the injected frequency 
component, it means that m equal to n, as shown in (2.10). It can be further found that 
the responses caused by the nonlinear dynamics are consist of even harmonics (2nωp 
or 2mωp). Therefore, the injected perturbation signal is designed to only contain odd 
harmonics: fp, 3fp, 5fp, 7fp……, as shown in (2.9) 
1 3 5
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The corresponding nonlinear term can be expressed by 
1 3 5 1 3 5
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                      (2.12) 
As shown in Fig. 2.7, the responses contributed from the injected components are odd 
harmonics, which can be distinguished from the coupling responses caused by the 
nonlinear dynamics (even harmonics). Therefore, accurate measurement results can 
be obtained.  




























Figure 2.7.  The power spectrum of d-axis current with the injection of wideband perturbation injection. 
Source: [C1]. 
 
2.4. Case Study 
To validate the effectiveness of the designed perturbation signal, an impedance 
measurement setup is built for the case study. The frequency range for the 
measurement is 2 Hz - 30 Hz and the analytical model is calculated for the validation 
of the measurement results. 
Four different types of perturbation signals, as designed in Table I, are used for the 
impedance measurement. Fig. 2.8 illustrates the impedance measurement results by 
using those designed perturbation signals, where the noise is not introduced in the 
measurement. It is clear that all impedance measurement results match well with the 
theoretical model when using different types of perturbation signals. 
Fig. 2.9 gives the impedance measurement results when utilizing four different 
perturbation signals, where 5% of white noise is intentionally introduced in the 
measurement. For the perturbation signal of Sine, the overall measurement result is 
accurate to some extent since the energy density is evenly distributed at each 
frequency. The result measured via PRBS agrees well with the theoretical result below 
15 Hz while it does not match with the theoretical model from 15 Hz to 30 Hz. This 
is because the energy density of PRBS decreases as the frequency increases such that 
the response submerges into the noise. The measurement results obtained by using 
DIBS and MLMHS match well with the theoretical model. Compared with Fig. 2.8, 
the purpose of the perturbation signals selection is to find an appropriate signal that 
has high energy density at the frequency range of interest so that the impact of the 
noise on the measurement can be minimized. 
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Figure 2.9.  Impedance measurement results by using different perturbation signals with white noise. 
 
Based on calculated performance indexes, the DIBS is chosen as the injected 
perturbation signal utilized for the dq-frame impedance measurement of VSCs. To 
investigate the impact of the nonlinear dynamics of VSC control, the sinusoidal signal 
is first injected. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the measured dq-axis currents and voltages without 
injecting the perturbation signal. It can be seen from the DFT analysis that there exist 
background harmonics (50 Hz and 100 Hz). Fig. 2.10 depicts the measured dq-axis 
output current and voltage when a 10 Hz sinusoidal signal is injected. It is clear that 
the current responses not only include the injected components at 10 Hz but also 
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contain the frequency-coupling components, for instance, 20 Hz, 30 Hz, etc. Fig. 2.11 
gives measured dq-axis output current and voltage when 10 Hz and 20 Hz components 
are simultaneously injected. Compared with Fig. 2.10, it can be seen that the injection 
of perturbation signal leads to the frequency-coupling response, which further causes 
the frequency-overlapping (such as the components at 20 Hz) and affects the accuracy 
of impedance measurement results if the wideband perturbation signal is injected.  
Fig. 2.13 and 2.14 shows the measurement results of Ydd and Yqq, where the traditional 
perturbation signal and the intentionally designed perturbation signal are used for the 
measurement. It is clear that the intentionally designed perturbation signal can obtain 
accurate dq-frame impedance measurement results while the measurement results 
obtained from the traditional perturbation signal do not match with the analytical 
model, especially in the low-frequency range. This phenomenon is due to the fact that 
the nonlinear dynamics cause frequency-overlapping when the traditional wideband 









Figure 2.10.  DQ-axis current and voltage when there is no perturbation signal injected into the system. 
Source: [C1]. 
 








Figure 2.11.  DQ-axis current and voltage when a 10 Hz sinusoidal signal is injected into the system. Source: 
[C1]. 




Figure 2.12.  DQ-axis current and voltage when a 10 Hz and 20 Hz multi-sinusoidal signal is injected into 
the system. Source: [C1]. 
 



































Figure 2.13.  Impedance measurement results of Ydd by using the optimized perturbation signal. 
 



































Figure 2.14.  Impedance measurement results of Yqq using the optimized perturbation signal. 
10 Hz 20 Hz 30 Hz 40 Hz
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More detailed discussions and case studies can be found in [C1]. 
 
2.5. Summary  
This chapter develops a systematic method of designing effective perturbation signals 
for the dq-frame impedance measurement of VSCs. The approach first evaluates 
different types of perturbation signals based on defined performance indexes. It is 
revealed that there is a trade-off for the type selection of perturbation signals. To avoid 
the impact of frequency-overlapping caused by nonlinear dynamics of VSC control 
on the dq-frame impedance measurement, the selected perturbation signal is further 
optimized to determine the injected frequency components. The theoretical analysis 
is verified by the simulation tests.  
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 Impact of DQ-Transformation 
on Impedance Measurement 
The content of this chapter is based on J1 and C2 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of the dynamic impact of the phase 
angle used with dq-transformation on the accuracy of the dq-frame impedance 
measurement results, and a mitigation method of such impact is also proposed. First, 
the impact of synchronization dynamics on the impedance measurement is separately 
investigated, which is the dynamic impact on the perturbation injection and the 
dynamic impact on the impedance calculation. Then, an approach for the mitigation 
of the synchronization dynamics caused by both PLL and variation of the fundamental 
frequency is proposed. Lastly, the experiment results are given to verify the theoretical 
analysis. The main content of [J1] and [C2] is summarized as follows. 
 
3.2. Synchronization Dynamics Impacts on Perturbation Injection 
and Impedance Calculation 
To clearly explain the dynamic impact of the phase angle used with dq-transformation 
on the impedance measurement, the corresponding effects are divided into two parts: 
the perturbation injection and impedance calculation. 
 
3.2.1. Synchronization Dynamics Impact on Perturbation Injection 
Fig. 3.1 illustrates three dq-frames which are separately aligned with the PCC-voltage  
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perturbation-voltage and grid voltage. It is first assumed that the synchronization 
phase angle utilized for the impedance calculation is accurate, which is exactly the 
PCC-voltage dq-frame. θp represents the synchronization phase angel aligned for the 
perturbation-voltage and θs is used for the PCC-voltage dq-frame. △θ1+θ1 is the angle 
difference between θs and θp, where the phase dynamic △θ1 is caused by the PLL, and 
θ1 denotes the initial phase of the perturbation voltage. The composition of the injected 
perturbation components on the d-axis and q-axis is determined by θ1. Based on the 
transformation of two dq-frames, the perturbation components
p
pd ,q
U injected on the 
perturbation-voltage dq-frame can be expressed in the PCC-voltage dq-frame by: 
0 01 1 1 1
1 1 1 10 0
cos( + ) sin( + )
sin( + ) cos( + )
s s p p
pd pd pd pd
s s p p
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U  means the perturbation steady-state values injected on the 
perturbation- and PCC-voltage dq-frame, respectively. Since they are equal to zero, 
the synchronization dynamics introduced by PLL is prevented. Thus, the accuracy of 
the measured impedance results is not affected even if different bandwidths of PLL 
are employed to calculate the synchronization phase angle for the injection of the 
perturbation signal. 
The measured voltage and current response can be expressed in the perturbation- and 
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Based on equation (3.2), the measured admittance Y m
dq
 can be calculated as  
1
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                    (3.3) 
where sY
dq
 is the actually desired admittance in the PCC-voltage dq-frame. Therefore, 
it can be seen that the initial phase for the perturbation injection does not affect the 
accuracy of measurement results. 
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3.2.2. Synchronization Dynamics Impact on Impedance Calculation 
Fig. 3.2 illustrates three dq-frames aligned with PCC- and measured-voltages with the 
injection of two linearly independent perturbations. The real phase angle of the PCC 
voltage is represented by θ and the synchronization phase angle estimated by PLL is 
θm. Since the PLL would introduce the dynamics in the impedance calculation, the 
angle differences between θ and θm might appear, which can be denoted by △θ and 
△θ', respectively. Thus, the measured voltages in the PCC-voltage dq-frame 
(superscript‘s’) are expressed in the measured-voltage dq-frame (superscript ‘m’) as 
1 1
1 1
cos( ) sin( )
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The synchronization phase dynamics are denoted by the closed-loop transfer function 
of PLL, GPLL. Thus, equation (3.4) can be re-written as 
1 2 1 20
1 2 1 20
1
0 1
m m s ss
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m m s ss
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                   (3.5) 
Similarly, the measured current responses in two different dq-frames can be also 
obtained based on equation (3.5). Consequently, the relationship between the real 
admittance matrix s
dq
Y and the measured admittance matrix m
dq
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Figure 3.3.  The frequency response of the closed-loop transfer functions of the PLL. Source: [J1]. 
 
 
Figure 3.4.  The Block diagram of the small-signal model of PLL. Source: [J1]. 
 
It is noted that there exists a discrepancy between the real admittance matrix and the 
measured admittance matrix due to the impact of the synchronization dynamics 
introduced by PLL. 
Fig. 3.3 illustrates the frequency response of the transfer function U
 s 
d0GPLL under 
different bandwidths of PLL. It can be seen that PLL acts as a low-pass filter (LPF). 
When the frequencies of the injected perturbation signal are smaller than the cut-off 
frequency of LPF, i.e., the bandwidth of the PLL, the synchronization dynamics may 
result in a significant impact on the measurement results of the dq-frame impedance 
model. It is, therefore, suggested to design the PLL whose bandwidth is extremely 
lower than the lowest frequency of the injected perturbation signal. 
 
3.3. Mitigation of Synchronization Dynamics for Impedance 
Measurement 
Fig. 3.4 illustrates the block diagram of the small-signal model of PLL. The phase 
angle difference between the PLL-calculated angle and PCC voltage angle is 



























Figure 3.5.  The improved PLL for the impedance calculation. Source: [J1]. 
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where Kramp denotes the ramp rate of frequency deviation and KPLL_i represents the 
integral gain of PLL. In this case, there exist discrepancies between the measured 
voltage and real voltage, which can be written as  
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                       (3.9) 
To alleviate the negative effects of the phase difference △θf caused by frequency 
change, the PLL bandwidth should be designed higher. 
There is a trade-off between the selections of the PLL bandwidth: a higher bandwidth 
of PLL is preferred to track the system frequency changes while it introduces the 
synchronization dynamics on the measured voltage and current responses, and 
consequently influences the impedance calculation results. Fig. 3.5 illustrates the 
diagram of the improved PLL used for the impedance measurement. The 
synchronization phase dynamics △θ and △θ' are extracted to correct the measured 
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Based on equation (3.10), accurate admittance can be calculated from the 
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3.4. Experiment Validation 
 
Figure 3.6.  The experiment setup of the impedance measurement system. Source: [J1]. 
 
Table 3.1. Controller and Circuit Parameters of the Measured VSC. Source: [J1]. 
Symbol Description Value 
Ki_p,/Ki_i Current inner controller 6/1000 
Kp,/Ki PI controller of PLL 0.47/44.4 
ω Grid frequency 314 rad/s 
fs Sampling frequency 10 kHz 
Id0 /Iq0 dq channel current steady value 8 A/ 0 A 
Ud0/Uq0 dq channel voltage steady value 400 V/ 0 V 
Udc0 DC voltage of the converter 730 V 
Ug Grid phase-neutral peak voltage 325 V 
L Filtered inductor 1.5 mH 
Cg Grid capacitor 15 F 
Td Deadtime 2 s 
Lg Grid inductor 7.5 mH 
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In this part, experimental tests are carried out to verify the accuracy of theoretical 
analysis. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 3.6, where two Danfoss converters 
are adopted. One converter is the tested object and the other is considered as the 
perturbation source.   Table 3.1 gives the parameters of the converter under test. When 
the converter operates in the high power factors, the magnitude of Ydq and Yqd are 
much smaller than the admittance of Ydd and Yqq. For simplicity, only the measured 
results of Ydd and Yqq are given for validation.  
3.4.1. Synchronization Dynamics in Perturbation Injection 
Table 3.2. Influence Factors for Perturbation Injection. Source: [J1]. 
Case ROCOF  PLL parameters: KPLL_p/KPLL_i Bandwidth Initial Phase 
Case 1 0.0 Hz/s 0.47/44.4 28.2 Hz 0° 
Case 2 0.0 Hz/s 0.47/44.4 28.2 Hz 90° 
Case 3 0.0 Hz/s 0.03/0.20 2.0 Hz 90° 






Figure 3.7.  Measured admittance model when different synchronization angles are used for the injection 
of perturbation. (a) Ydd. (b) Yqq. Source: [J1]. 
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Table 3.2 gives four designed cases, where different initial phases and bandwidths of 
PLL are adopted for the perturbation injection. In the experiment test, only Case 1 and 
Case 3 are selected for validation. Fig.3.7 illustrates the measured admittance of Ydd 
and Yqq under different synchronization phase angles for the perturbation injection. It 
is proved that the initial phase angle and bandwidth of PLL do not affect the accuracy 
of the measured results. 
 
3.4.2. Synchronization Dynamics in Impedance Calculation 
Table 3.3. Different Bandwidths of PLL. Source: [J1]. 
Case ROCOF PLL parameters: KPLL_p/KPLL_i Bandwidth  
Case 5 0.0 Hz/s 0.01/0.04 0.4 Hz 
Case 6 0.0 Hz/s 0.03/0.20 2.0 Hz 
Case 7 0.0 Hz/s 0.47/4.44 9.5 Hz 







Figure 3.8.  Measured admittance model when using different bandwidths of PLL for impedance 
calculation. (a) Ydd. (b) Yqq. Source: [J1]. 
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Table 3.3 gives four designed cases, where different bandwidths of PLL are employed 
to estimate the phase angle for the impedance calculation. In Case 5 and Case 8,  the 
bandwidths of PLL are designed to be extremely lower and higher than the lowest 
injected frequency components (1.9 Hz), respectively. In Case 6, the designed 
bandwidth of PLL is approximate to 1.9 Hz. Correspondingly, Fig. 3.8 illustrates the 
measured admittance of Ydd and Yqq in these three cases. It is concluded that 
synchronization dynamics only affect the measured result of  Yqq, and lower 
bandwidth of PLL is desired to mitigate the impact and yield accurate results. 
 
3.4.3. Impact of Frequency Variations on Impedance Calculation 
Table 3.4 Influence of Frequency Variations. Source: [J1] 
Case ROCOF PLL parameters: KPLL_p/KPLL_i Bandwidth  
Case 9 0.5 Hz/s 0.01/0.04 0.4 Hz 
Case 10 0.5 Hz/s 0.10/1.0 4.4 Hz 
Case 11 5.0 Hz/s 0.10/1.0 4.4 Hz 






Figure 3.9.  Measured admittance model with the variation of system frequency when using different 
bandwidths of PLL. (a) Ydd. (b) Yqq. Source: [J1]. 
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Table 3.4 gives four different cases, where different rates of the frequency changes 
(ROCOFs) of the system and bandwidths of PLL are adopted. Corresponding, Fig. 
3.9 illustrates the measured admittance of Ydd and Yqq in Case 9 and Case 10. When 
the system frequency varies, an extremely lower bandwidth of PLL cannot accurately 
track the synchronization phase angle of the PCC voltage, which further results in the 
discrepancy between the measured admittance and the theoretical admittance model. 
 
3.4.4. Measurement Comparison between Different Methods 
Table 3.5. Different Measurement Methods. Source: [J1]. 
Case ROCOF PLL parameters: KPLL_p/KPLL_i 
Synchronization 
 Phase Estimation 
Case 13 0.5 Hz/s 0.47/44.4 Traditional PLL 
Case 14 0.5 Hz/s 0.47/44.4 Proposed method in [15] 






Figure 3.10.  Measured admittance based on different measurement methods. (a) Ydd. (b) Yqq. Source: [J1]. 
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Table 3.5 gives three cases, where different estimation methods of the synchronization 
phase are used. Fig. 3.10 illustrates the measured admittance of Ydd and Yqq by using 
different estimation methods. It is proved that the traditional method yields the 
inaccurate result of Yqq while the approach developed in [39] can get accurate results 
in a wide frequency range. When using the proposed estimation method in the paper, 
the measured results match well with the theoretical model. 
More detailed discussions and case studies can be found in [J1] and [C2]. 
 
3.5. Summary 
This chapter analyzes the dynamic impact of the phase angle used with the dq-
transformation on the impedance measurement. It is revealed that the synchronization 
dynamics in the impedance calculation significantly affect the accuracy of 
measurement results while the synchronization dynamics in the perturbation injection 
rarely affect the impedance measurement. To mitigate the impact and obtain accurate 
results, an improved PLL is proposed for the impedance measurement. The 
experimental results have proved the theoretical analysis and the effectiveness of the 
proposed method. 
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 Calculation Method for DQ-
Frame Impedance Measurement  
The content of this chapter is based on J2, C3 and C4. 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter develops a time-domain MIMO parametric identification method for the 
impedance calculation, which can effectively calculate the dq-frame impedance 
matrix of VSC and simultaneously eliminate the coupling effects of the grid 
impedance on measurement results. The conventional MIMO dq-frame impedance 
calculation method for VSCs is first discussed, and the impact of the grid impedance 
on the traditional MIMO impedance calculation results is then investigated. Further, 
the basic principle of the time-domain MIMO parametric impedance identification 
method is briefly explained and the implementation procedure of this method is 
explicitly presented. Lastly, the experiment results are given to validate the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. The main content of [J2], [C3] and [C4] is 
summarized as follows. 
 
4.2. Traditional MIMO Impedance Measurement of VSCs in the 
DQ-Frame 
Fig. 4.1 shows the configuration of the traditional MIMO impedance measurement 
technique. It consists of two parts:  perturbation injection and impedance calculation. 
For the perturbation injection, two uncorrelated excitation signals are injected into the 
measurement system at the same time. Therefore, two wideband excitation signals, 
i.e., Pseudo-Random Binary (PRBS), are designed with different frequency points to 
sufficiently perturbing the MIMO system. Fig. 4.2 shows the time-domain waveforms 
and power spectrum of the two designed PRBSs, where the energy density of two 
PRBSs do not coincide with each other. 
Id Iq Ud Uq
Signal
Perturbation Inject ionImpedance Calculation
dq/abc

























Figure 4.1.  Configuration of the traditional MIMO impedance measurement technique. Source: [J2]. 
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Figure 4.3.  Traditional MIMO impedance calculation method without the impact of the grid impedance. 
Source: [J2]. 
 
Fig. 4.3 shows the traditional MIMO impedance calculation method without the 
impact of the grid impedance. Two uncorrelated PRBSs are injected on the d-axis and 
q-axis, respectively. Based on the cross-correlation method, the voltage responses 
△Udq1 and △Udq2 are distinguished from different contributions of uncorrelated 
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Since two uncorrelated PRBSs are adopted for simultaneously perturbing the 
measuring system, the MIMO impedance matrix is equivalently divided into four 
SISO elements for the measurement. 
 
4.3. Impact of Grid Impedance on Traditional MIMO Impedance 
Calculation 
It is not reasonable to assume the grid impedance is equal to zero in the practical 
system and its impact on traditional MIMO impedance calculation must take into 
account. Fig. 4.4 gives the system diagram to illustrate the impact mechanism of the 
grid impedance on calculated impedance when using traditional MIMO impedance 
calculation. Due to the presence of the grid impedance, measured d-axis responses are 
correlated with q-axis responses, which makes the traditional MIMO impedance 
calculation inaccurate. 
When PRBS1 and PRBS2 are respectively injected on the d-axis and q-axis, the 
voltage response △Udq cannot be distinguished from the different contributions of 
perturbations △Idq due to the additional disturbance current responses △Igdq 
introduced by the grid impedance. In this case, the traditional MIMO impedance 






























     (4.3)                   
where disturbance current △Iq1  is introduced by the grid admittance and can be 
expressed as 
1 1 1 1q gq gqd d gqq q
I I Y U Y U                                       (4.4) 
Substituting equation (4.4) into equation (4.3), the calculated results related to the 
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Figure 4.4.  Coupling effect of the grid impedance on traditional MIMO impedance calculation. Source: 
[J2]. 
 
It is proved that the calculated results by using the traditional MIMO impedance 
calculation method, are not the actual impedance matrix and are significantly 
influenced by the grid admittance. 
 
4.4. Time-Domain MIMO Parametric Impedance Identification 
Technique 
4.4.1. Principle of MIMO Parametric Identification Method 
Fig. 4.5 depicts the principle of the time-domain MIMO parametric impedance 









































































Figure 4.5.  Principle of the time-domain MIMO parametric impedance identification method. Source: [J2]. 
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functions for elements of the impedance matrix Z
ϕ 
dq on the basis of the voltage and 
current response in the time domain such that the identified impedance model is able 
to precisely represent the characteristic of the actual impedance model Z
0 
dq. 
The structure of the identified transfer function is first selected and the predicted 
output can be expressed by 
11 12
1 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
'  
        
d d q dd d dq q
B z B z
U k I k I k Z z I k Z z I k
A z A z





dq(z) means the transfer functions of the impedance matrix to be 
identified.  A1(z), B11(z) and B12(z) represent the denominator and numerators of 
polynomials of Z
ϕ 
dd (z) and Z
ϕ 
dq (z), whose coefficients formulate the estimated 
parameters vector ϕ.  
The prediction error method (PEM) is then, employed to map the relationship between 
the measured responses and the estimated parameters, which can be derived as  
0 0
1
( , ) ( ) ( )=( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
'  
          
d d dd dd d dq dq q





dq(z) denote the real transfer functions of the impedance matrix 
elements. The input signals ΔId(k) and ΔIq(k) for the identification are correlated with 
each other due to the impact of the grid impedance. It seems that their contributions 
to the specific voltage response cannot be distinguished. However, with PEM, the 
accuracy of the identified results is not affected by the correlation of input signals 
used for the impedance calculation. To prove the conclusion, the equivalent block of 
the MIMO impedance identification technique is formulated, as shown in Fig. 4.6. To 








dq terms have to 
be zero such that the minimum value of equation (4.8) can be obtained. The detailed 
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Figure 4.6.  Equivalent block of MIMO impedance identification technique with the impact of grid 
impedance. Source: [J2]. 



































Figure 4.7.  Illustration of the basic idea of the gradient descent algorithm. Source: [J2]. 
 
The least-squares method is employed to estimate the parameters of the identified 













                                          (4.9) 
where “arg min” means the minimum value of the expression. The gradient descent 
method is further employed to obtain this minimum value and the specific expression 
can be derived as: 
 ( ) ( )dqdd
d q
ZZ





   
 
                          (4.10) 
Fig. 4.7 gives an example for the illustration of the basic idea of the gradient descent 
algorithm, where identified parameters are continuously tuned in the opposite 
direction of the gradient of (k, )   such that the minimum value can be obtained. 
 
4.4.2. Implementation of Time-Domain MIMO Impedance Identification 
Method 
Fig. 4.8 illustrated the implementation procedure of MIMO parametric identification 
for VSC impedance measurement. It is mainly composed of four parts. A detailed 
explanation of each part can be found in [J1]. The System Identification Toolbox of 
MATLAB is applied to achieve parametric identification. The details can be found in 
[J3]. 
 



































































































Figure 4.8.  The procedure of timed-domain MIMO parametric identification for VSC impedance 
measurement. Source: [J2]. 
 
4.5. Experiment Validation 
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed time-domain MIMO parametric 
identification method, a prototype of the impedance measurement unit is established, 
as shown in Fig. 4.9. 
Based on the experiment data, the numerical expression of the z-domain transfer 
function of the admittance model can be identified as: 
 
Figure 4.9.  The prototype of the impedance measurement unit. Source: [J2]. 
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Fig. 4.10-4.13 illustrates the frequency response results of the admittance model of 
Ydd, Ydq, Yqd and Yqq.  The theoretical admittance model of VSC is calculated for the 
validation of the accuracy of the identified admittance model. The measured 
frequency range of admittance models is 1 Hz -1000 Hz. It is proved that the time-
domain MIMO parametric impedance identification method can yield precise 
measurement results that match well with the theoretical model.  
To further validate the accuracy of the identified model, the current responses of the 
theoretical model and identified model are compared on the basis of the same 
excitation inputs, as shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. The compared results illustrate 
that the fitting ratios between the theoretical admittance model and the identified 
admittance model are 90.93% and 87.58%, respectively, indicating the effectiveness 
































Figure 4.10.  Comparison between theoretical admittance model and identified admittance model of Ydd. 
Source: [J2]. 


































Figure 4.11.  Comparison between theoretical admittance model and identified admittance model of Ydq. 
Source: [J2]. 
 































































Figure 4.13.  Comparison between theoretical admittance model and identified admittance model of Yqq. 
Source: [J2]. 
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Identified model output (90.93%)
 
Figure 4.14.  Comparison for output responses of d-axis current between the theoretical model and 
identified model. Source: [J2]. 
 






















Identified model output (87.58%)
 
Figure 4.15.  Comparison for output responses of q-axis current between the theoretical model and 
identified model. Source: [J2]. 
 
More detailed discussions and case studies can be found in [J2] and [C3]. 
 
4.6. Summary 
This chapter has revealed that the traditional MIMO impedance calculation method 
may yield an inaccurate VSC impedance model due to the coupling impact of the grid 
impedance. To avoid such an impact and effectively measure the impedance matrix, 
a time-domain MIMO parametric impedance identification method is developed. 
Compared with the traditional MIMO impedance calculation method, the approach 
simultaneously applies PRBSs to directly identify the analytical model from the time-
domain data, which lowers the measurement efforts and improves the accuracy of the 
impedance measurement. 
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 Estimation of DQ-Frame 
Impedance Models at Different 
Operating Points 
The content of this chapter is based on J3 
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter develops an admittance, i.e., the inverse of impedance estimation method 
for VSCs at different operating points. The operating point dependence of dq-frame 
admittance is first presented through 3-D plots of frequency response. The principle 
and implementation procedure for admittance estimation at different operating points 
is then elaborated. To select the appropriate operating point interval for measurement, 
the estimated error is then evaluated based on the posterior error estimation method. 
Based on the estimation error, the criterion for the selection of operating point 
intervals is proposed. Lastly, the simulation results are given for the validation of the 
developed admittance estimation method. 
  
5.2. Operating Point Dependence of DQ-Frame Admittance 
The dq-frame voltages and currents are exactly the operating points determining the 
impedance model of VSCs. Table 5.1 shows the change range of operating points that 
are initially defined in the work. The range can be selected based on the user’s interest 
and the power rating of the converter. For simplicity, the variation of d-axis voltage 
and current is only considered and the q-axis is kept constant, yet it is easily extended. 
Fig. 5.1 shows the variation of the dq-frame admittance at the specific frequency (5 
Hz) under different sets of d-axis voltage and current. It is concluded that the 
admittance model of VSC is highly dependent on the operating point due to the 
dynamics of the outer power control and synchronization control. Consequently, the 
VSC admittance cannot be only measured at one specific operating point. 
Table 5.1. Operating Points of VSC. Source: [J3]. 
Variables Variation range 
d-axis voltage (Ud) 100 V ~ 400 V 
d-axis current (Id) 0 A ~ 20 A 
q-axis current (Iq) 5 A 















Figure 5.1.  Variation of the dq-frame admittance at 5 Hz with different sets of d-axis voltage and current. 
(a) Ydd. (b) Ydq. (c) Yqd. (d) Yqq. Source: [J3]. 
 
5.3. Admittance Estimation at Different Operating Points 
Fig. 5.2 shows the detailed procedure of the admittance estimation method of VSCs 
covering different operating points. It mainly consists of three parts: lookup-tables 
formulation, the admittance estimation, and the operating point interval adjustment. 
The lookup-tables are used for storing the measured admittance results at a defined 
set of operating points. When the intervals of measured operating points are chosen 
again, the lookup-tables will be updated correspondingly. Since the admittance matrix 
contains four entries i.e. Ydd, Ydq, Yqd and Yqq, four lookup-tables are, therefore, 
required to store the measured results. 
Fig. 5.3 shows the principle of the admittance estimation for VSCs under different 
operating points at one specific frequency point. Based on the measured admittance 
results stored in lookup-tables, a piecewise linear function Ye is obtained such that it 
can approximately descript the real admittance Y. Thus, the interpolation method is 
adopted. 
Fig. 5.4 (a) illustrates the geometric representation of bilinear interpolation. Given the 
measured admittance results: Y11=(Vd1, Id1), Y12=(Vd1, Id2), Y21=(Vd2, Id1), and Y22=(Vd2, 
Id2), it formulates an admittance plane. To estimate the admittance at the unmeasured 
operating point (Vd, Id), the two-dimensional (bilinear) interpolation is implemented 
using linear interpolation first in one direction, and then again in the other direction. 
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Figure 5.2.  The procedure of the admittance estimation method at different operating points. Source: [J3]. 
 
The linear interpolation is first implemented in the Vd-direction. This yields: (blue 
dots, as shown in Fig. 5.4) 
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  (5.1) 
Second, based on interpolated points, as shown in (5.1), the linear interpolation is 
further processed in the Id-direction to obtain the estimated admittance: (black dot, as 
shown in Fig. 5.4) 
2 1
1 2
2 1 2 1
( )= ( )+ ( )
 
 
d d d d
d d d d d d
d d d d
I I I I
Y V , I Y V , I Y V , I
I I I I
               (5.2) 
The admittance at the unmeasured operating points can be thus estimated by using the 
linear interpolation method in two directions, respectively. Yet, it is more practical to 
consider three variables, e.g. d-axis voltage and dq-axis currents. The three-
dimensional (trilinear) interpolation method is therefore used for the estimation of the 
admittance models. 
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Fig. 5.4 (b) illustrates the geometric representation of trilinear interpolation. It is 
usually performed by using the linear interpolation first in one direction (obtaining 
blue dots), and then again in another direction (obtaining green dots), and in the last 
direction (obtaining black dots). Since the principle of the trilinear interpolation is the 
same as the bilinear interpolation, the detailed derivation will be neglected for 
simplicity. 
Fig. 5.5 illustrates the variation of the estimated admittance plane for Ydd at a single 
frequency point (5 Hz) with different sets of operating points. The lookup-table is first 
formulated based on 15 measured data points. Based on the bilinear interpolation 
method, the converter admittance model is estimated by using a group of 4 measured 
data points stored in the lookup-table. The estimated admittance plane is consists of 8 
admittance sub-planes, as can be seen from the green plane in Fig. 5.5. 
Y
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Figure 5.3.  Principle for admittance estimation under different operating points at one specific frequency 



































(a)                                                                                    (b) 
Figure 5.4.  Geometric representation. (a) Bilinear interpolation. (b) Trilinear interpolation. Source: [J3]. 













































































Figure 5.6.  Comparison between the real admittance and estimated admittance by using different operating 
point intervals. Source: [J3]. 
 
5.4. Operating Points Intervals Adjustment for Admittance 
Measurement 
Fig. 5.6 shows the comparison between the real admittance model and the estimated 
admittance model by using different operating point intervals. The accuracy of the 
estimated admittance model is dependent on the number of measured data points. It is 
clear that the estimated admittance model will more accurate if more data points are 
used. Consequently, more measurement time is required, and the efficiency of the 
admittance measurement is further reduced. There is thus a trade-off between 
measurement accuracy and efficiency. To manage them holistically, the appropriate 
intervals for the measured operating points should be selected accordingly based on 
the relationship between the estimation error and the number of measured data points. 
5.4.1. Error Estimation of Estimated Admittance Model 
The estimation errors are derived based on the estimated admittance results in two 
directions [66], [67], respectively. Starting from the Vd-direction, the estimation error 
Rev between the real admittance Y and estimated admittance Yev can be expressed as 
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 means the arbitrary values within measured operating points (Vd1,2 and Id1,2). Since 
the real admittance is unknown, equation (5.3) cannot be used for error estimation 
directly. The posterior error estimation method is thus employed to obtain the 
estimation error. 
Given another measured data point (Vd3, Y3) with the range of [Vd1, Vd2], the estimation 
error can be derived as: 
2 3
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Y is approximately constant with the range of [Vd1, Vd3], the estimation error 
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5.4.2. Adjustment Criteria of Operating Point Intervals 
To choose proper intervals of operating points in two-dimensional, the estimation 
error is ensured to satisfy the accuracy requirement first in the Vd-direction and the 
estimation error in the Id-direction is next guaranteed to meet the requirements. 
The interval of the d-axis voltage is first selected. Givens that Vdi (i=0,1,..,n) is a group 
of n1+1 points which satisfied a≤ Vd0 < Vd1 < Vd2 <…. Vdn ≤b and distributed on the 
defined range of operating point [a, b] equidistantly, then operating-point interval h1 
can be obtained as 
1 1 0 1
( )/
di d
h b a n , V V i h                                      (5.7) 
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(a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 5.7.  The binary tree structure for interval selection of operating point. (a) The number of subintervals 
and division times of interval. (b) Operating points’ distribution. Source: [J3]. 
 
If the operating-point interval h1 is halved, there are 2n1+1 equidistant data points 
distributed on the interval [a, b]. Based on (5.5) and (5.7), the maximum estimation 
error at each subinterval can be derived when Vd is located at the midpoint of 
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Y Y                                                 (5.9) 
then  evY Y , that is to say, the admittance of evY  estimated by using 2n1+1 data 
points in the Vd-direction meets the accuracy requirements. 
On the other hand, if the estimation error is not satisfied with the error-index 
requirement, the operating-point interval is halved and more data points need to be 
measured. With (5.8) and (5.9), an iterative process of the interval selection of 
operating point can be constructed, as shown in Fig. 5.2, where the intervals will be 
adjusted constantly until the accuracy requirements are met. 
Fig. 5.7 shows the interval selection of the operating point with the binary tree 
structure [68], where the numbers mean interval division times in Fig. 5.8 (a) and data 
points distribution is illustrated in Fig. 5.8 (b).  
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5.5. Simulation Validation 
To verify the effectiveness of the admittance estimation method and the accuracy of 
the proposed interval selection criteria, an admittance measurement unit is simulated. 
Table 5.2 illustrates the required number of measured data points for Ydd with different 
error indexes. 
 Fig. 5.8 illustrates the compared results of Ydd at 5 Hz with different error indexes of 
1% (green plan) and 10% (red plan). Only intervals of d-axis voltage and current are 
given for simplicity. It can be seen from the figure that a smaller error-index results 
in more measured data points. 
The admittance at the operating points Ud0=225 V, Id0=5 A, Iq0=5 A, is estimated by 
using different error-indexes. Fig. 5.9 gives the comparison results between the 
theoretical admittance and estimated admittance of Ydd with different error indexes. 
With a smaller error-index, the estimated admittance tends to be more accurate, yet 
the required number of measured data points is increased. If the admittance is 
estimated in multi-dimensional, the measurement process is time-consuming and  
Table 5.2. Required Number of Measured Data Points for Ydd. Source: [J3]. 
Error Index (≤) Number of interval division times j Number of data points 
1% Ud: 3 Id:2 Iq:2 5×3×3=45 
5% Ud: 2 Id:1 Iq:1 3×2×2=12 















































Figure 5.8.  Compared results of Ydd at 5 Hz with different error indexes. Source: [J3]. 





































Reference 5% error 
10% error 
 
Figure 5.9.  Comparison between theoretical admittance and estimated admittance of Ydd with different error 
indexes. Source: [J3]. 
 
inefficient. On the contrary, the larger the error-index would cause the more inaccurate 
the estimated admittances. Consequently, there is a trade-off between the efficiency 
of the measurement and the accuracy of the estimated admittance. On the other hand, 
in the higher frequency range (above 50 Hz), operating points have no impact on the 
admittance shaping. With different error-indexes, the same admittance results can be 
estimated. 
Table 5.3 illustrates the required number of measured data points for Ydq with different 
error indexes. Fig. 5.10 illustrates the comparison between the theoretical admittance 
and estimated admittance of Ydq. It can be seen from the figure that fewer numbers of 
measured data points are required compared with the estimation of Ydd. This is due to 
the fact that the operating point dependence of this term is mainly caused by PLL. 
Thus, the nonlinear effect is dominated by the d-axis voltage and q-axis current, which 
should have more intervals for accurate admittance estimation. 
Table 5.3. Required Number of Measured Data Points for Ydq. Source: [J3]. 
Error Index (≤) Number of interval division times j Number of data points 
1% Ud: 3 Id:1 Iq:2 5×2×3=30 
5% Ud: 2 Id:1 Iq:1 3×2×2=12 
10% Ud: 1 Id:1 Iq:1 2×2×2=8 
 




































Reference 5% error 
10% error 
 
Figure 5.10.  Comparison between theoretical admittance and estimated admittance of Ydq with different 
error indexes. Source: [J3]. 
 
Table 5.4 gives the required number of measured data points for Yqd. Fig.5.11 
illustrates the comparison between the theoretical admittance and estimated 
admittance of Yqd. The same intervals of operating pints are calculated with different 
error indexes. This is because that the admittance term of Yqd is linear and not 
dependent on the operating points. Thus, the initial interval of operating points is 
employed to accurately estimate the admittance of Yqd. 
Table 5.4. Required Number of Measured Data Points for Yqd. Source: [J3]. 
Error Index (≤) Number of interval division times j Number of data points 
1% Ud: 1 Id:1 Iq:1 2×2×2=8 
5% Ud: 1 Id:1 Iq:1 2×2×2=8 
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Figure 5.11.  Comparison between theoretical admittance and estimated admittance of Yqd with different 
error indexes. Source: [J3]. 
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Table 5.5. Required Number of Measured Data Points for Yqq. Source: [J3]. 
Error Index (≤) Number of interval division times j Number of data points 
1% Ud: 3 Id:2 Iq:1 5×3×2=30 
5% Ud: 2 Id:1 Iq:1 3×2×2=12 
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10% error 
 
Figure 5.12.  Comparison between theoretical admittance and estimated admittance of Yqq with different 
error indexes. Source: [J3]. 
 
Table 5.5 illustrates the required number of measured data points for Yqq. Fig. 5.12 
shows the comparison between the theoretical admittance and estimated admittance 
of Yqq. Due to the nonlinear effect of PLL, a smaller error-index tend to increase the 
number of interval division times of d-axis voltage and current, which can obtain more 
accurate estimated admittance.  
More detailed discussions and case studies can be found in [J3]. 
 
5.6. Summary  
This chapter has proposed a dq-frame admittance estimation method covering 
different operating points. In the approach, the frequency-domain measured results 
are first stored in the lookup-tables, and the multi-dimensional interpolation method 
is then employed to estimate converter admittances at the unmeasured operating 
points. To evaluate the accuracy of the estimated admittance models, the posterior 
error estimation method is adopted, from which a selection criterion has also been 
proposed to iteratively adjust the operating-point intervals, which provides the 
guidance for the determination of the measured data and improves the accuracy, 
reliability, and efficiency of the admittance measurement. 




This Ph.D. project has developed several methods to accurately and efficiently 
measure the dq-frame impedance model of three-phase VSCs. An impedance 
estimation method of VSCs covering a wide range of operating points is further 
proposed. The main findings of the Ph.D. thesis are listed as follows: 
 This project proposes a systematic method for designing perturbation signals. 
In the approach, four performance indexes are defined to evaluate the quality 
of different types of perturbation signals, revealing that the selection of the 
perturbation signal is a compromise between these performance indexes. To 
avoid the frequency coupling effect of nonlinear control dynamics of VSCs, 
the frequency components of the selected perturbation signal are 
intentionally determined. 
 
 The impact of dq-transformation on the impedance measurement has been 
investigated in this project. It is found that the synchronization dynamics 
caused by PLL and grid fundamental frequency variation have significant 
impacts on the accuracy of the dq-frame impedance measurement results. An 
improved PLL is thus proposed to avoid the negative effect. 
 
 The impact of the grid impedance on the impedance measurement has also 
been analyzed in detail. It is revealed that the grid impedance leads to a 
coupling effect on the traditional MIMO impedance calculation, which 
adversely affect the accuracy of impedance measurement. To avoid the 
adverse effects, this project proposes a time-domain MIMO parametric 
identification method to directly calculate the impedance matrix of VSCs, 
which simultaneously improves the accuracy and efficiency of impedance 
measurement. 
 
 This project has proposed a technique that can estimate the dq-frame 
impedance models of VSCs over a wide range of operating points. In the 
approach, the multi-dimensional interpolation method is employed to 
estimate the unmeasured impedance models with a limited set of measured 
data, and the posterior error estimation method is introduced to evaluate the 
estimation error. Based on the estimated error, the needed set of 
measurement data for impedance estimation can be determined. 
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6.2. Future Work 
There are still some open questions which have not been addressed in this Ph.D. 
project and are worth to investigating in the future. 
 This project only considers the impedance measurement of VSCs in the dq-
frame. It is, therefore, encouraging to develop an impedance measurement 
method of VSCs in the stationary (αβ-) frame, and the factors that influence 
the accuracy of this measurement is worth investigating in future research.  
 
 The selection of the perturbation signal magnitude has not been discussed in 
the project, which should provide clear guidance in future research such that 
the high SNR can be achieved and simultaneously nonlinear responses are 
not excited.  
 
 The accuracy of the measured impedance model is validated through the 
theoretical model of VSC in this project. However, the analytical model itself 
might not be accurate, which motivates us to find a more convincing method 
for model validation. 
 
 There are many kinds of parametric identification methods which owe 
different advantages and disadvantages. However, this project only uses the 
prediction error based MIMO parametric identification method for the 
impedance measurement. Thus, it is interesting to investigate different 
algorithms for impedance measurement. 
 
 In this Ph.D. project, the impedance estimation method is only based on 
linear interpolation techniques. It would be interesting to exploit artificial 
intelligent techniques, e.g. machine learning and deep learning algorithms 
for the impedance estimation covering multiple operating points.  
 
 This project is focused on how to obtain the accurate dq-frame impedance 
model of VSC. Yet, the system-level application of the measured impedance 
model for stability analysis and identification of root causes of instability still 
requires more research effort. 
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